You were her.

The one the 'he' in me had always looked for
that gorgeous greatness of this day-trip

walking half awake in a maze of Doo Wop grace
as you turn

serendipity into a flavor.

I can taste it,

and I talk it with the fluttering buttering of these bees
smothering my sights with all this honey.

it's funny, I'm still running with those words between my teeth
licking those vowels that prowl the power of your name
those crisp slides of tongue

that gush your descriptionsyou even make my poetry sound different.

you've, changed the rhythms of the hymns in himand I am not so easily re-written.
We are the now,

the sharp brilliant trumpet blasts
of fast hands

As we eagerly memorize

lines with our minds as my mind
learns your
eyes

like azure

academies,

I am radically

repainting my haste with your meditation.
you are my talked syllables;
and

tainting love with tongue
like twinkling starsmy heart
quivers
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teetering talkative
twinkling prerogative

